
 

Teaching Strategy of the Week:  Annotating & Paraphrasing 
 
Why use it? - Rationale:   The Annotating and Paraphrasing Sources 
strategy requires students to underline key words, write margin notes, and 
summarize main ideas as they read a primary or secondary source. Use this 
strategy if you have introduced a writing prompt that students will revisit 
throughout a unit of study. Because careful reading is integral to powerful 
writing and thinking, annotating text often helps students craft stronger 
written arguments. By practicing this strategy, students will learn to take 
notes from primary and secondary sources that address the validity and bias 
of evidence, the perspective of the source, and their own interpretation. 
Students will need regular practice, reinforcement, and feedback on their 
annotations in order for this type of careful reading to become routine. 

● Procedures for Annotating and Paraphrasing 
● Handout of 6 Ways to Annotate/Mark the Text  
       (Visualize, Summarize, Clarify, Connect, Respond, Question) 

[Facing History and Ourselves] 

 

Reading of the Week:  
“Using Animated Films to Teach Geography” 

 
“In teaching geography, teachers often focus on having students 
memorize countries, states, capitals, and landforms, often through the 
labeling and coloring of maps.1 Even with the emphasis on memorizing 
geographic facts, it seems a majority of students are still not able to 
adequately recall such facts.2 Yet geography, and in fact all of social 
studies, should be an engaging time as students explore various issues 
and problems that require them to interact with greater quantities of 
factual information in order to reach reasoned conclusions.”  Read the 
rest HERE. 
 
[Social Education - May/June 2017] 

 
 

 

Digital Tool of the Week: Canva 
Want to give students another option for how to present their understanding? 
Want to update your own syllabus?  Want to create a flyer for students?   Want 
to present information to parents in a way that is more visually appealing? 
Check out Canva!  Sign up with Google for an easy log in!  
 
This user-friendly design tool has tons of free templates and is easy to use! 
Check out these infographic examples here.  
 
[Canva] 

 

https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/annotating-and-paraphrasing-sources
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2DUHEbGHG4Aak5BbjZXVGR6VUk
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2DUHEbGHG4AZzl5TFVkZGNNd2s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2DUHEbGHG4AZzl5TFVkZGNNd2s
https://www.socialstudies.org/publications/socialeducation/may-june2017/utilizing-animated-films-to-teach-geography
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.canva.com/templates/infographics/education/
https://www.canva.com/

